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This work is dedicated to the search for a piΛN−piΣN resonance Y with the quantum
numbers (Y, I, JP ) = (1, 3
2
,2+). The double charged Σ(1385)N−∆(1232)Y quasibound
state was looked for in the reaction pp → Y++K0 with its unique decay into Σ+ and
proton measured with the HADES setup at a kinetic beam energy of 3.5 GeV. The analysis
including background determination and a description of the data with a K0S Monte Carlo
cocktail are presented.
1 Introduction
Recently, a relativistic three-body Fadeev formalism suitable for two-body p-wave interactions
was applied to calculate the piΛN−piΣN coupled channel system with I = 32 and JP = 2+
[1]. Dominant p-wave interactions in the piN and piΛ−piΣ channels were found with a large
contribution of the ∆(1232) and Σ(1385) resonances. A rather robust piΛN resonance located
around 10-20 MeV/c2 below the piΣN threshold was obtained, which can be viewed as an s-wave
dibaryon Y with (Y, I, JP ) = (1, 32 ,2+) equivalent to an Σ(1385)N−∆(1232)Y quasibound state
bound by over 50 MeV. The double charged state can be uniquely measured in p+p collisions
at energies above the Σ(1385) production threshold (pp→ Y++K0 → Σ+pK0), whereas the
Y+ formed together with a K+ (Y+→Σ+n/Σ0p) may not be distinguishable from the decay
of a K¯NN quasibound state (K−pp→Σ+n/Σ0p). Thus, the HADES p+p data measured at
3.5 GeV, which is well above Σ(1385) production threshold [2], are perfectly suited to search
for the Y++ dibaryon in its unique decay. Thereby, knowledge gained by a previous analysis
[3] on exclusive K0 production channels in the same data set were incorporated meaning that
the determined cross sections and angular anisotropies were included in this work. The main
result of that analysis was the finding of predominant contributions by K0 channels associated
with resonances (∆(1232) and Σ(1385)) thus confirming earlier observations made in the study
of resonance contributions (Λ(1405), Σ(1385)0, Λ(1520), ∆(1232), N∗, K∗0) to the Σ±pi±pK+
final states [4].
2 The HADES experiment
The High-Acceptance Di-Electron Spectrometer (HADES) [5] is a versatile detector system
located at GSI Helmholtzzentrum (Darmstadt, Germany) and is provided by the SIS18 with
heavy ion beams of 1-2 AGeV or proton beams up to 3.5 GeV impinging on a fixed target. The
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HADES setup has an azimuthal coverage of 85% and an acceptance in polar angles from 18◦
to 85◦. The momentum resolution was determined to be ∆p/p ≈ 3%.
The most important detector components used in the presented analysis are first of all the
Multi-Wire Drift Chambers (MDCs), where two layers are mounted in front of the supercon-
ducting magnet with a toroidal field and two layers behind it to help in track finding, momentum
reconstruction and particle identification via the specific energy loss information. Furthermore,
a Time-Of-Flight wall at the end of the setup allows for online multiplicity triggering to enhance
inelastic events in the recorded data sample.
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Figure 1: Missing mass spectrum with respect
to the proton, pi+ and pi−. The red-hatched
and green-filled areas indicate the mass re-
gions used for the low mass (LM) and the high
mass (HM) sideband sample. The blue dash-
dotted lines show the cut on the Σ+ mass.
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Figure 2: pi+pi−-invariant mass spectrum in-
cluding secondary vertex cuts [3] and fitted
with the sum of two Gaussians, a Landau and
a polynomial. The blue dash-dotted lines in-
dicate the 3σ-cut region on the K0S mass.
3 The analysis and preliminary results
As mentioned above the piΛN−piΣN resonance, which can be denoted as Y, can be uniquely
measured through the reaction pp→ Y++K0 → Σ+pK0. Since the long-lived K0L cannot be
detected by the HADES setup, this analysis concentrates on the short-lived K0S and its charged
decay into pi+ and pi− (BR≈ 69.20%). A four particle selection was implemented to enhance
the above reaction by choosing events with a proton, pi+, pi+ and a pi−. The proton is thereby
assumed to be produced directly, whereas one of the pi+ should originate from the decay of the
Σ+. This way, only the decay of the Σ+ into a neutron and a pi+ (BR≈48.31%) was considered
neglecting the branching into proton and pi0 (BR≈51.57%), since the heavier baryon is more
likely to be boosted into the forward region, where HADES has no acceptance.
3.1 Background determination
The background determination in the four particle data sample is a crucial step in this analysis
and consists mainly of combinatorial background generated by non-strange reactions. Contri-
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Figure 3: Momentum
distribution of the Σ+
background in five
bins of ΘΣ
+
lab with the
cuts: MM(p,pi+,pi−)
= 1050-1300 MeV/c2
and 810 MeV/c2 >
MM(p,pi+,pi+,pi−) >
1045 MeV/c2. Over-
layed are the spectra
for the LM and HM
sideband samples with
their sum in gray.
butions from other K0S production channels can be modeled in a first attempt by an incoherent
Monte Carlo cocktail, which individual cross sections were obtained in a separate analysis of
the same data set [3]. To emulate the background, a so-called sideband analysis was performed
on the missing mass distribution to the proton, pi+ and pi− (Fig. 1). Only a rough cut on
the primary vertex was applied here to reject off-target events. Furthermore, no additional
mass cut, e.g. on the K0S , was applied to keep enough statistics for the sideband analysis.
A data sample was defined in this spectrum, which contains data with missing masses lower
(LM) and higher (HM) than the Σ+ (1050 MeV/c2 > MM(p,pi+,pi−) > 1300 MeV/c2) and
thus include only background. They are indicated as red-hatched and green-filled areas in the
plot and are chosen such to have about the same integral. This background sample needs to
reproduce the kinematics, which remains in the Σ+ mass region. Therefore, the momentum
distributions of the sideband samples LM and HM were fitted in five individual Θlab bins to
describe the momentum distribution of a Σ+ background sample, which was obtained through
a cut on the missing mass spectrum to the four particles proton, pi+, pi+ and pi− (810 MeV/c2
> MM(p,pi+,pi+,pi−) > 1045 MeV/c2). From the exclusive analysis discussed in [3] it is known
that the reaction pp→Σ+pK0S does not contribute in these mass regimes. Figure 3 shows the
mentioned momentum distributions of Σ+ candidates and quotes the achieved χ2/NDF for
each Θlab bin, which mostly stays below 10 except for Θlab = 15
◦−30◦ with χ2/NDF = 26.75.
The conclusion is, that the sideband sample does not fully describe the Σ+ background and fur-
ther work is necessary here. However, the description is good enough to use the so determined
relative contributions of the LM and HM samples to the full background model for a first try to
search for a signal of the Y++ dibaryon, which should be located around 10-20 MeV/c2 below
the piΣN threshold (2267 MeV/c2) [1].
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Figure 4: Missing mass spectrum with respect
to the pi+ and pi− with a cut on the K0S and
the Σ+ mass. The contributions of the K0S
reactions are according to the findings of [3].
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Figure 5: Angular distribution of the pi+pi−-
system in the center-of-mass with a cut on the
K0S and on the Σ
+ mass. The color code is the
same as written in the label of Figure 4.
3.2 Preliminary results
In Figure 4 the MM(pi+, pi−) distribution is depicted, which contains a cut on the Σ+ mass
(1050 MeV/c2 < MM(p,pi+,pi−) < 1300 MeV/c2) and a 3σ-cut on the K0S mass determined in
the pi+pi−-invariant mass distribution (Fig. 2) by a fit with a sum of two Gaussians for the
signal and a Landau plus a polynomial function for the background. However, no enhancement
is seen in the interesting region below the piΣN threshold. The missing mass spectrum is rather
well described by the incoherent K0S cocktail determined in [3] and the background model, from
which the relative contribution was obtained by a simultaneous fit to this missing mass spectrum
and the pi+pi−-angular distribution cosΘpi
+pi−
cm (Fig. 5) with fixed cross sections and angular
anisotropies for the K0S reactions. Although the χ
2/NDF extracted from the simultaneous
fit to the two spectra of 5.07 is rather good, some disagreement between model and data is
observed at cosΘpi
+pi−
cm < −0.5, which can be due to the imperfect background model.
4 Summary and outlook
The piΛN −piΣN resonance Y with (Y, I, JP ) = (1, 32 ,2+) was searched for in the reaction
pp→ Y++K0 → Σ+pK0 → npi+pK0. Thereby, a sideband analysis was performed to model
the Σ+ background in the distribution MM(p, pi+, pi−). A satisfactory description was achieved
to use this background model in the further study of the missing mass spectrum MM(pi+, pi−)
with help of the K0S reaction cocktail determined in [3]. No obvious enhancement is seen in the
MM(pi+, pi−) below the piΣN threshold, in fact the data is described rather well by the model.
However, no interference effects were taken into account, which can be only studied with help
of a Partial Wave Analysis (PWA) similar as for the search of the K−pp quasibound state in
the same data set [6].
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